Time for a strategy in night-time dopaminergic therapy? An objective sensor-based analysis of nocturnal hypokinesia and sleeping positions in Parkinson's disease.
Nocturnal hypokinesia is a common night-time symptom in patients with Parkinson's disease (PD). However, there is still little understanding of the nature, and variations of severity of this symptom. To evaluate the severity of nocturnal hypokinesia and sleep positions in PD patients using multisite wearable sensors. Nocturnal parameters and sleep positions in 18 PD couples were assessed and compared using wearable sensors (limbs and trunk) for one night in their homes. Nocturnal parameters included number, velocity, acceleration, degree, limb movements and the number of times they got out of bed. PD patients had significantly fewer episodes of turns in bed than their spouses (p=0.043), which was associated with significantly slower speed (p=0.005), acceleration (p=0.005) and fewer degrees (p=0.017). When we split the night into the first and second half, significant findings were mainly demonstrated in the second half of the night, including significantly fewer turns (p=0.02) with smaller degrees (p=0.017), slower speed (p=0.005) and acceleration (p=0.007). No significant differences in these parameters were shown in the first half of the night except for smaller degrees of turn in bed in PD patients (p=0.028) and slower acceleration (p=0.037). In addition, PD patients spent significantly more time in a supine position compared to their spouses (p=0.031) with significantly less time in a prone position (p=0.041). Nocturnal hypokinesia gets worse as the night progresses. Treatment of nocturnal hypokinesia should aim at providing a continuous dopaminergic delivery that can achieve a sustained therapeutic level of dopamine throughout the night.